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Abstract— Planar mechanisms dominate modern designs of
legged robots with remote actuator placement for robust agility
in ground mobility. This paper presents a novel design of
robotic leg modules using the Bennett linkage, driven by two
coaxially arranged quasi-direct actuators capable of omni-
directional ground locomotion. The Bennett linkage belongs to
a family of overconstrained linkages with three-dimensional
spatial motion and unparalleled joint axes. We present the
first work regarding the design, modeling, and optimization
of the Bennett leg module, enabling lateral locomotion, like the
crabs, that was not capable with robotic legs designed with
common planar mechanisms. We further explored the concept
of overconstrained robots, which is a class of advanced robots
based on the design reconfiguration of the Bennett leg modules,
serving as a potential direction for future research.

Index Terms— Overconstrained Robots, Bennett linkage,
Legged Robots, Reconfigurable Design

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern designs of robotic legs require balanced robust-
ness for agile locomotion. When dexterous manipulation is
a higher priority, a serial arrangement of actuation and robot
structure is usually chosen with four to seven degree-of-
freedoms (DoFs). However, when robust agility becomes
a primary concern, it is common to either choose parallel
mechanisms with redundant constraints or high-performing
actuators at an expensive cost. Many recent legged robots are
designed with no more than three DoFs per leg using various
planar mechanisms with a remote placement of actuators for
enhanced robustness in agile locomotion.

It is a common practice in engineering design to reduce the
total number of parts to enhance the system’s robustness at a
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Fig. 1: Common leg mechanisms and the proposed Bennett leg. (a)
An overview of mechanisms for legged robots including close-loop
[4], [5], [6], [7] and open-chain [8], [9], [10], [11]. The driving
links in blue and driven links in green. (b) The robotic Bennett
leg with quasi-direct drives proposed in this paper. (c) Preliminary
prototypes of overconstrained quadruped and bipedal robot.

reduced cost. For example, legged robots such as RHex [1],
isprawl [2], and XRL [3] are designed with only one DoF per
robot or per leg with continuous and reversible rotation at an
adjustable speed, achieving a minimum design with reliable
robustness at a low-cost. To a certain extent, such robots may
be considered with a closer relationship to wheeled robots
than legged robots in modeling and control.

Robustness improvement and weight reduction within a
compact form factor is another design consideration for
multi-legged robots, where coaxially arranged actuators be-
come a popular design with two or three DOFs in each
leg. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), robots such as Minitaur
[5], Stanford Doggo [6], and MIT Cheetah [7] adopted
a two-DoF leg design to improve stability and versatility
while maintaining lightweight and reliability in unstructured
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locomotion. Due to the kinematic constraints in the sagittal
plane, it is difficult for a robot with two-DoF planar legs to
change the direction of movement, which is usually achieved
through differential velocities with a relatively large turning
radius, limiting its agility in the narrow environment. Inspired
by the mammalian-like locomotion, Cheetah-cub-S utilizes
an actuated lateral bending spine to improve the steering
ability, but still unable to feature some agile maneuvers such
as turning on the spot [12].

Robots with advanced locomotion are usually designed
with three DoFs per leg, where an extra actuator is usually
attached to the base of the two-DoF legs for high-speed
maneuvering [10], agile walking [13], or rugged terrain
adaptation [14]. And robotic leg such as GOAT [15] and
3-UPR leg [16] use a spatial tri-link mechanism with three
actuators evenly arranged to obtain three-dimensional agility.
However, with the introduction of an extra actuator in
each leg, the total number of actuators will increase by
50%, posing challenges to manage the robot’s total weight,
the system’s cost, the energy consumption, and robustness.
Quasi-direct drive (QDD) becomes a preferred choice for
such robots to provide agile reaction within a compact form
factor, and many high-performance robots are built with
custom actuators at an expensive cost [11], [17]. We believe
that the mechanical advantages of mechanism design in
power transmission and motion generation still present novel
designs for fundamental research and development.

In this paper, we propose a novel leg module design
for omni-directional locomotion by using a Bennett linkage
actuated by two coaxially arranged quasi-direct drives, as
shown in Fig. 1, achieving a coupled, three-dimensional
(3D) leg trajectory. The Bennett linkage is among a class
of overconstrained linkages with specialized geometry, which
are considered overconstrained using the classical Kutzbach’s
criterion, yet still movable with 3D workspace. The Bennett
linkage can be considered as a generalization of the planar
four-bar linkage with unparalleled joint axes or non-zero
twist angles. Contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
• Kinematics and parameter optimization of the coaxial

Bennett linkage for legged robots;
• Design and development of a two-DoF overconstrained

Bennett leg towards omni-directional ground mobility;
• Experimental validation of the coupled three-

dimensional motion of the overconstrained Bennett leg
and simulation of an overconstrained quadruped;

• Preliminary guidelines of reconfigurable design for a
new class of overconstrained robots.

In the rest of this paper, section II presents the design
theory of Bennett linkages as robot legs. Section III describes
the Bennett leg module with quasi-direct drives. Experiments
and discussions are presented in sections IV, and V. Final
remarks are enclosed in section VI, which ends this paper.

II. DESIGN THEORY OF A ROBOTIC BENNETT LEG

A. Modeling the Bennett Linkage with Coaxial Actuation
The Bennett linkage [18] is geometrically defined by the

following conditions, with aij as the length of link ij, αij

as the twist of link ij, and Ri as the offset of joint i.

a12 = a34 = a, a23 = a41 = b,

α12 = α34 = α, α23 = α41 = β,

sinα

a
=

sinβ

b
,

Ri = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4).

(1)

The explicit closure equations of the Bennett linkage are
as follows [19], with θi as the revolute variable of joint i. It
is obvious that the Bennett linkage becomes a planar four-bar
linkage when the joint axes are parallel.

θ1 + θ3 = 2π, θ2 + θ4 = 2π,

tan
θ1
2
tan

θ2
2

=
sin β+α

2

sin β−α
2

.
(2)

Typical analysis of mechanism kinematics assumes a base
link fixed to the ground with a reference frame attached. For
example, many modern robotic legs adopt a five-bar linkage
with a base link fixed to the robot body, which has two
DoFs. Two actuators can be attached to the two joint axes
of the based link to control the leg motion fully. To achieve
a compact form factor, it is common to reduce the length of
the five-bar linkage’s base link to zero, resulting in a coaxial
arrangement of the two actuators. From another perspective,
one could view this approach as a rotating base link method
by attaching the referencing frame to a fixed joint axis of a
planar four-bar linkage, then adding two actuators to the two
adjacent links.

We can apply the same approach with coaxially arranged
actuators for the Bennett linkage to make it a leg mechanism,
as shown in Fig. 1(b). By examine the closure equations in
Eq. (2), it is evident that the resultant leg will behave with
a coupled, spatial trajectory in 3D space driven by only two
actuators, which is different from the 2D trajectories with
planar mechanisms as robotic legs. It should be noted that
one can also conveniently replace the Bennett linkage with
other overconstrained linkages to achieve a novel class of leg
designs with coupled spatial motion.

To facilitate the kinematic analysis from overconstrained
linkages to robotic legs, one can view the coaxially-driven
Bennett linkage equivalent to a serial two-DoF linkage with
coupled motion, as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a), a and b are
the lengths of links 12 and 23 respectively, α and β are the
twist angle of links 12 and 23, respectively. σ is the angle of
abduction which is generally actuated by hip joint in three-
DoF leg designs. In our design, σ is a constant and chosen
for adjusting the ground contact posture of tip.

Therefore, we can write the homogeneous transformation
matrix of the two-bar linkage from the base frame {w} to
the foot frame {3} using the product of exponentials formula
as

w
3 T = e[S1]ϕ1e[S2]ϕ2M, (3)

where S1 and S2 are the screw axes, M is the position and
orientation of frame {3} when all joint angles are zero. When
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Fig. 2: The kinematic diagram of the proposed overconstrained
Bennett leg. (a) A coaxial Bennett linkage. Red arrow represents
the pitch angle of the hip joint σ. Blue arrows describe the actuator
angles (q1, q2). (b) A serial two-bar linkage. Green arrows describe
the joint angles (ϕ1, ϕ2).

expressed in frame {w}, we can write

S1 =


0
0
0
0
sσ
cσ

 , S2 =


0

−ac(α− σ)
−as(α− σ)

0
−s(α− σ)
c(α− σ)

 , (4)

M =


1 0 0 a+ b
0 c(α+ β − σ) −s(α+ β − σ) 0
0 s(α+ β − σ) c(α+ β − σ) 0
0 0 0 1

 , (5)

where sσ and cσ denote sinσ and cosσ, respectively.
From Eq. (2), the transformation between the actuator

angles (q1, q2) and the joint angles of the two-bar linkage
model (ϕ1, ϕ2) are as follow,

ϕ1 = q1, (6)

ϕ2 = arctan(K tan(
q2 − q1

2
)), (7)

where K = sin (β+α2 )/ sin (β−α2 ) is a constant based on
Eq. (2). And the differentiation of Eqs. (6) and (7) can be
expressed as

ϕ̇ =

[
1 0
−H H

]
q̇, (8)

where H = [K sec2( q2−q12 )]/[1 + K2 tan2( q2−q12 )]. There-
fore, the jacobian JS(q) ∈ R6×2 mapping between actuator
rate vector q̇ ∈ R2 and the spatial twist Vs can be computed
as

Vs = Js(q)q̇ =
[
Js1 −HJs2 HJs2

] [q̇1
q̇2

]
, (9)

where Js1 = S1, Js2 = [Ade[S1]ϕ1 ]S2. [AdT ] represents
the adjoint matrix based on the homogeneous transformation
matrix.

Similar to the two-bar serial mechanism, the Bennett
linkage also has boundary singularities when the axis of

links are colinear (q2 − q1 = 0/π). However, it is hard for
the overconstrained linkages to achieve full-cycle rotation
like a planar mechanism. Thus, singularities can be avoided
practically through the mechanical design of linkages, see
Fig. 6(a).

B. Design Parameter Selection and Optimization

This section is devoted to the parameter selection for the
design of a robotic Bennett leg for omni-directional locomo-
tion. By considering the workspace and force transmission,
the following design parameters are considered, including
link lengths a and b and twist angles α and β in Eq. (1), and
pitch angle of the hip joint σ in Eqs. (4) and (5).

Due to the Bennett leg’s coupled spatial motion, we
investigated a suitable selection of design parameters for
omni-directional locomotion. We set the total length of the
each leg as a + b = 0.3m, with a ∈ [0.15, 0.295) and
α ∈ (90, 180] to narrow down the range of valid selection
as a leg mechanism. The geometric parameter β is obtained
by solving the constraint equation of Eq. (1). As shown in
Fig. 3(a), the result indicates that when a and b are fixed,
the smaller the value of α, the larger the workspace. It also
reveals that when α is fixed and a = b, the workspace is the
largest. In addition, the workspace of the Bennett linkage is
symmetrical about the frontal plane when a = b. Symmetry
both of configuration and workspace is prioritized for an
omni-directional walking robot. Therefore, the four links of
the coaxial Bennett linkage are designed to have the same
length of 0.15m, and the variables of the design parameter
are narrowed down to p = [α, σ].

Fig. 3: Results of the parameter optimization. (a) Workspace in the
parameter space. (b) Lateral mobility index. (c) Force transmission
index. (d) Comprehensive objective function value.

A distinctive feature of the proposed Bennett leg is lateral
walking or turning on the spot, besides common require-
ment on forwarding locomotion. The sufficient condition for
lateral locomotion requires the planes’ reachable trajectory
parallel to the Y Z-plane to be non-monotonic. A stance
phase trajectory can be described by the stride length and
vertical amplitude, as described in Fig. 4. An index for lateral
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mobility evaluation is defined as the utilization of workspace
for lateral walking minus the relative change of body height.

Clm(p) = wy
ysl
ymax

− wz
zda
zmax

, (10)

where ysl and zda are the maximum stride length and the
maximum down amplitude, ymax and zmax are the maximum
range of motion in Y -direction and Z-direction respectively.
wy , wz are the weights for the Y -direction and Z-direction
terms, both set as 1 in our design.

Fig. 4: The evaluation indexes description and the workspace of the
coaxial Bennett linkage (α = 2π

3
, σ = π

4
). Red line is the reachable

motion trajectory on Y Z-plane.

We also take the force transmission capability of the
robotic Bennett leg into account, which is crucial to decrease
the required motor torque. The force transmission index is
defined as the maximum output torque for a given walking
trajectory under the ground reaction force (GRF) as below.

Cft(p) = max {‖τ1(i)‖, ‖τ2(i)‖|i = 1, 2, . . . , N}. (11)

The applied actuator torques is estimated by using the leg
Jacobian to convert the GRF,[

τ1(i)
τ2(i)

]
= JTs (qi)f, (12)

where τ1(i) and τ2(i) are the required actuator torques at
the ith state of stance phase. We assume an X-direction
trajectory with a stride length of 0.1m. N is the number
of sampling points of a walking trajectory. f is the GRF
which is assumed as vertical with a size of 49N (equivalent
to a 5kg payload).

Finally, the optimization problem is formulated as

max wlmClm(p)− wft
Cft(p)

Cft(p)max
,

α+ β = 2π,

a ≤ ysl,
s.t. 0 ≤ zda < 0.3a,

π/2 < α < π,

0 ≤ σ < π/2.

0 ≤ q2 − q1 ≤ π (13)

where wlm and wft are the weights for the lateral mobility
index and force transmission index terms, which are set as 1

in our design. And the equality constraint is derived by Eq.
(1).

As shown in Eq. (13), the parameter set for optimization
only involves two variables. Therefore, finding the optimal
solution using an exhaustive method computes the cost
function’s value for all parameter sets. All parameter sets at
steps of one degree within the range of the valid parameters
are generated. Then, the values of the lateral mobility index
and force transmission index are calculated, and the result
is illustrated in Figs. 3(b) and (c). The cost function is
calculated based on the two standardized evaluation metrics,
and the result is in Fig. 3(d). The best design is obtained
around the parameter set [116, 44] with a cost of 0.889. For
practical fabrication, a nearby parameter set [120, 45] with
the cost of 0.885 is selected, with the workspace presented
in Fig. 4(b).

C. Projection-based Trajectory Generation

The foot trajectories implemented on the robotic Bennett
leg are designed in the projected planes because of its
coupled three-dimensional workspace. Fig. 5 shows the foot
trajectories used for the quadruped in forward walking, lat-
eral walking, and turning. The trajectories used on the robotic
Bennett leg are a projected straight line and a projected
cycloid for the stance and swing phases under the constraints
of stride length, ground clearance, and velocity smoothness.
The open-loop trajectory has successfully applied to the
previous dynamic quadruped [20]. Although the open-loop
trajectory will introduce discontinuities in acceleration, the
belt drive design in quasi-direct actuator (see Section III-
B ) can effectively alleviate its impact. For fast calculation,
the actuator angles are solved by the method of velocity
differentiation rather than inverse kinematics.

Fig. 5: Three walking trajectories in different directions, including
forward walking (left), lateral walking (middle), and turning (right).

III. ENGINEERING DESIGN WITH QUASI-DIRECT DRIVES

This section is devoted to the engineering design of the
robotic Bennett leg as a modular system. We begin with
details of the low-inertia leg design with carbon tubes,
followed with actuation using coaxially arranged quasi-direct
drives with BLDC motors and belt transmission for dynamic
locomotion with proprioception. The resultant robotic Ben-
nett leg module weighs 850g.
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A. Mechanical Design of a Bennett Leg

Robots built with closed-loop linkages often suffer from
a limited relative rotation range, where the adjacent links
interfere when close to a colinear configuration. Therefore,
an alternative form design of the Bennett linkage is adopted,
where the kinematic relationship is fully preserved, but a
different mechanical structure is used with redundant offsets.
Shown in Fig. 6(c) is the resultant design, which is capable
of achieving a fully colinear configuration without collision.
Fig. 6(b) shows the three parts of each link, including
two aluminum hinges with offsets, machined using 7075
aluminum. An off-the-shelf carbon fiber tube with 1.5mm
thickness is used to ensure sufficient strength while keeping
a lightweight assembly. The two sides of the carbon fiber
tube are respectively bonded with the aluminum hinge by
epoxy adhesive (3M DP460). The length of the assembled
links depends on the size of the carbon fiber tube. Using this
design, one can easily modify the link’s length and twist to
build robots using different overconstrained linkages with an
increased range of motion while avoiding an unnecessary
collision. In addition, the planar four-bar linkages can also
be constructed by using these links with a parallel twist.

As shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d), the resultant linkage
design weigh only 141g with the inertia of 0.0049kgm2

in a straight configuration, and the range of the angle of
two actuated links is 0 − 110◦. Moreover, four legs’ total
mass is 11.3% of a fully assembled quadruped with an
estimated total weight of 5kg. The finite element analysis
was performed to verify the strength of the Bennett leg. The
results in Fig. 6(e) indicate that the maximum stress up to
187.84Mpa at the aluminum hinge, which was far less than
the yield strength of 7075 aluminum with 503Mpa. Further
optimization is possible with this engineering design, which
can be determined when the full-sized robot is built.

B. Coaxial Actuation with Quasi-Direct Drives

The parallel arrangement of actuators delivers GRF with a
uniform distribution, allowing sufficient force to be generated
at the foot with a lower gear ratio, resulting in high force
transparency [22]. As a conservative compromise, the pro-
posed robotic Bennett leg was implemented using two quasi-
direct drives (QDDs) with coaxial outputs. Fig. 7 shows
a modular design adapted from the open-sourced Stanford
Doggo, a quadruped with planar five-bar linkage leg [6].

A triangular plate from carbon fiber is designed with two
corners fixed with two brushless motors (T-Motor MN5212
KV340), each attached with a magnetic rotary encoder
(ams AS5047D). The plate’s third corner is fixed with two
coaxially assembled shafts through a 3.75 : 1 timing belt
transmission each. Two links are attached to the inner and
outer shafts (6061 aluminum) at the same time to deliver a
wide range of leg rotation while providing sufficient protec-
tion to the actuators from falling. As a result, a compact form
factor and lightweight design are achieved for the robotic
Bennett leg module with dual coaxially arranged QDDs. We
also added a series of holes along the edges of the carbon
plate for reconfigurable assembly. It is worth noting that this

Fig. 6: The proposed coaxial Bennett linkage. (a) The prototype
of the coaxial Bennett linkage whose singularities are avoided. (b)
Components required for a link fabrication. (c) Different configura-
tions of the coaxial Bennett linkage in the motion range of 0−110◦

in top view, white lines represent the theoretical axis. (d) Different
configurations of the coaxial Bennett linkage in the motion range
of 0−110◦ in side view. (e) The equivalent stress under the vertical
GRF of 127.4N (a payload equivalent to 2.6 times of the weight
of a quadruped robot [21]) in a stance configuration.

Fig. 7: The assembly of the coaxial QDD actuator module. Blue
and green arrows represent one belt drive from motor shaft to active
link of linkage.

linkage design with coaxial outputs is also applicable to other
overconstrained linkages with 5R or 6R configurations [23].

All electronics are fixed within a removable box to fa-
cilitate a modular design: the microcontroller, onboard PC,
and the DC-DC converter on the upper layer; four (or more,
if necessary) dual-channel motor controllers (ODrive V3.6)
on the middle layer; and another two Li-Po batteries with a
nominal voltage of 24V on the lower layer, keeping a low
center of gravity (CoG).

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

We conducted experimental verification of the proposed
leg design with Bennett linkage through simulations of
forward walking, lateral walking, and turning on-the-spot.
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We also tested the spatial trajectories of these gait patterns
using the single-leg prototype.

A. Walking Simulations of an Overconstrained Quadruped

Based on the leg module presented in Fig. 7, we assembled
a simplified quadruped with an estimated weight of 5kg in
CAD, measured at 0.437m in length, 0.256m in width, and
0.133m in height. All simulations were run in CoppeliaSim
using the Newton physics engine. The friction coefficient is
set high to prevent the robot from slipping. For verification
of the omni-directional locomotion, three simulation experi-
ments were conducted, including walk forward and sideways
and turning on the spot. Furthermore, these simulations were
performed in a trotting gait using position control.

Fig. 8: Simulation results. (a) The sequence of images depicting the
forward trotting, lateral trotting, and turning on the spot. (b) The
height of the CoG of the robot during movement. (c) The trajectory
of CoG during turning on the spot.

Shown in Fig. 8(a) are the image sequence of the three
gait patterns. The result shows that the quadruped with the
overconstrained Bennett leg is capable of walking forward.
Even with only two actuators per leg, the quadruped can
walk sideways and gait behavior similar to the crabs. Further-
more, simulation results show that the quadruped can even
make turns on the spot, achieving omni-directional capability
without extra advanced control or extra actuation. Fig.8(b)
shows the recorded height of CoG shows a certain level of
fluctuation during forward and lateral trotting, measured at
9.2mm and 10.3mm maximum in the vertical direction, but
only 4mm maximum in turning because of it’s large support
polygon. Since the workspace of the proposed overcon-
strained robotic leg is convex downwards, a down amplitude
is generated in the stance phase, which is unwanted in most
situations. With a 100mm stride length, the down amplitude
of the forward trajectory is 3.4mm, which means that the
fluctuation of CoG at least 3.4mm during locomotion. While
the downward amplitude is 10mm for the lateral trajectory.
The main reason for the extra fluctuation is the lack of the

robot body’s altitude control. Another reason contributed is
the extension of the foot ignored in the modeling. This reason
also leads to a 20mm steering radius on turning, see Fig. 8(c).

B. Experiment verification with a Single Leg Module

Following the gait simulation, we also conducted an
explorative verification of the omni-directional gait patterns
of the robotic Bennett leg module. We programmed a python
script on the PC to send position control commands to the
motor driver (ODrive) via UART, and the motor driver com-
municated with the encoder via ABI interface for closed-loop
control. The reference foot trajectories are given as a planar
ellipse-like trajectory, a forward walking trajectory, and a
lateral walking trajectory, recorded with the leg hanging in
the air.

Fig. 9: The spatial trajectories of the Bennett leg in multiple
viewpoints. (a) An ellipse-like trajectory tracking. (b) An forward
walking trajectory tracking. (c) An lateral walking trajectory track-
ing.

The results are shown in Fig. 9, where an ellipse-like
trajectory with a primary axis length of 260mm and a minor
axis length of 150mm was used. The forward trajectory’s
stride length and ground clearance are set to 200mm and
50mm, while 150mm and 30mm in lateral trajectory. The
robotic module with dual QDDs is well-capable of repro-
ducing the planned trajectory in simulation to support a
forward, sideways, and turning on the spot gait using only
two actuators with an overconstrained Bennett leg.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of Leg Mechanisms with Dual Actuation

Although the proposed leg design with overconstrained
linkages provides extra benefits in motion patterns on lateral
walking and turning on the spot using only two actuators, it is
necessary to compare it with other common dual actuated leg
mechanisms kinematically. Table I shows the comparison of
the Bennett leg with common two-link serial legs and planar
five-bar legs. Since a remote placement of actuators closer
to the robot body become a priority design to reduce leg
inertia for enhanced agility, we selected Mini Cheetah [10]
and Minitaur [5] as the reference for the leg parameters. The
motion range of the overconstrained robotic leg is under the
actual constraint, and the leg lengths of the three legs in full
extend configuration are standardized as 0.3m.
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TABLE I: Comparison of three leg mechanisms with dual outputs.

Leg Mechanism Two-bar
Serial Leg [10]

Planar
Five-bar Leg [5]

Overcostrained
Bennett Leg

Cost of Agility 1 1 0.8
Workspace (m2) 0.141 0.126 0.206

Force Transmission (Nm) Joint 1 6.26 3.67 4.61
Joint 2 4.44 3.67 4.61

Velocity Transmission (rad/s) Joint 1 12.20 18.80 10.27
Joint 2 16.10 18.80 10.27

The evaluation includes the cost of agility, workspace,
force transmission capability, and velocity transmission ca-
pability. The serial leg has higher dexterity than the parallels
to operate with different leg configurations. Nevertheless, we
believe it is not necessary for robot ground mobility. The
overconstrained Bennett leg has a 46.1% larger workspace
at the reasonable cost of dexterity decrease. The ratio of
degree-of-actuation (DoA) to the dimension of workspace is
selected to evaluate the cost of agility. In this evaluation, the
overconstrained robotic leg is only 2

2.5 = 0.8, while others
are 1. This 20% advantage is contributed by the third coupled
dimension of the workspace. We adopt the average actuator
torque required to generate a 49N vertical foot force to
investigate the force transmission capability and the average
actuator speed required to generate a 2m/s foot velocity
in forward direction to measure the velocity transmission
capability. The calculation of these two capabilities is based
on the whole workspace with the sampling points separated
by 1mm. Thanks to actuators’ parallel arrangement, the over-
constrained Bennett leg has a lower torque requirement than
the serial leg, with a 26.4% decrease. Without optimization,
the overconstrained Bennett leg has the best performance of
velocity transmission, which is 36.4% higher than the serial
leg and 45.4% higher than the five-bar leg.

However, some limitations of the overconstrained robots
need to be considered. Under specific configurations, the
overconstrained robotic leg needs a larger volume for free
rotation and more attention to a collision. Compared with the
independently actuated legs, our design inevitably requires a
longer swing trajectory for stride and may also require extra
care on path planning. Nevertheless, this trade-off brings
the reduction of DoA and the great advantage of omni-
directional ground mobility that exceeds existing robotic
legs.

B. From Mechanism Intelligence to Biological Observation

To our best knowledge, the proposed overconstrained
robotic leg is the first two-DoF leg capable of omni-
directional legged mobility including lateral walking and
turning on the spot as shown in Fig. 8(a). The existed
quadrupeds benefit highly dynamic from planar four-bar
mechanisms [6], [7], [24] but suffer low-efficient steering
without adding a third actuator [10]. The proposed design
performs omni-directional locomotion by only modifying
two kinematic parameters (α, σ) of the four-bar linkage.
Moreover, the cost reduction and performance improvement
brought by such mechanical intelligence also bring new ideas
to the design of legged robots. Whether spatial mechanisms
such as overconstrained mechanisms can be used in the

innovative design of high-performance robots required more
in-depth research in the future.

By observing the lateral walking behavior from the
quadruped with Bennett legs in Fig. 8(a) (see the attached
video for more), we found an interesting resemblance with
life-like gait patterns. While many quadruped robots draw
design inspirations from mammals such as cheetah and dogs,
the one shown in our design behaves like arthropods, or
crustaceans such as crabs to be more precise. For example,
the abduction of robotic leg leading to a broader robot
width. Our simulation results show that our quadruped lateral
walking stability with Bennett legs is better than that of
forward walking. Such characteristics are very similar to the
crabs both in morphology and gait, as shown in Figs. 10(a)
and (b).

Fig. 10: The similar biological features between the crab and the
overconstrained robots. (a) Image of a crab. (b) The overconstrained
quadruped under lateral trotting.

C. Reconfigurable Design of Overconstrained Robots

It is useful to design a robot configuration for a specific
task. Based on the method shown in section III, it is possible
to design two types of joint modules with varying link
parameters and assembly directions, including one with a
low center of gravity (Low-CoG) and another with a high
center of gravity (High-CoG), as shown in Fig. 11. On
this basis, we can constructed the Low-CoG and High-CoG
bipedal modules with a pair of robot joints. The Low-CoG
robotic joint is suitable for multi-legged robots’ crawling,
while the High-CoG robotic joint is mainly used for upright
walking. Hence, a new class of overconstrained robots can
be reconstructed through a suitable combination of robotic
joints or bipedal modules (as a leg or arm usage).

The resultant design can take various forms, including
the quadruped, the lobster robot, the humanoid, and so on.
The quadruped has four identical Low-CoG robotic joints
connected by the carbon fiber plates and aluminum frames.
The lobster robot was composed of four Low-CoG bipedal
robot modules, one as the arm for manipulation and three as
the leg for moving. The humanoid can be regarded as the
combination of a Low-CoG bipedal module, a High-CoG
bipedal module, and a body with electronics. Similar to the
proposed Bennett modules, all robots in Fig. 11 shares the
characteristics of a 33.3% reduction in the total number of
actuators required using two actuators per module, instead of
three, for 3D motion generation, resulting in a considerable
reduction in weight and cost.
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Fig. 11: Design reconfiguration of a class of overconstrained robots
using the proposed Bennett limb with QDD.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we consider a trade-off between locomotion
agility and degree-of-actuation of robotic leg, and propose
the novel design of an overconstrained robotic leg using the
Bennett linkage. The robotic Bennett leg is driven by only
two coaxially arranged quasi-direct drives, and capable of
a coupled motion in a three-dimensional workspace. And
the simulations indicated that the proposed design preserves
the advantages of omni-directional quadrupedal locomotion,
which is not the traditional planner legs with two DOFs
can do. Furthermore, the Bennett leg provides the benefit
of velocity transmission with 36.4% better than the two-bar
serial leg, as well as the greater force transmission capability
because of parallel actuation.

Future work includes the implementation of a full-size,
overconstrained quadruped with agile locomotion and the
exploration of additional control schemes to fully utilize its
extreme mobility. Making a real-world robotic platform, we
further intend to equip overconstrained quadruped with a
thruster-based robotic limb, capable of multi-mode opera-
tions for unstructured exploration in the amphibian environ-
ment.
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